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“You remember having dope with Dick, don’t ya? Sure y a do.” Two dopes claim to have doped with 
Disco Dick during the recent Royal visit. While crazed on a mixture of mind-warping drugs, the two 
put on bunny suits and ran for student union elections at Dalhousie University. Luckily, the rest of the 
campus was also on drugs that week and they won...Photo: Who cares?

HAND SEVERED IN FREAK
ACCIDENT

In a moment of distraction, 
Jones’ attention was diverted and 
his soft, pliant flesh met with the 
whirling dervish of steel.

Hollering obscenities, Jones 
pulled back from the machine only 
to discover his sleeve was empty 
— he had cut off his right hand.

But the nightmare was not yet 
over. Later that day, while 
demonstrating to insurance 
officials how the accident 
happened, Jones again was 
distracted. The insatiable blade 
awaited — Barney Jones lost his 
remaing hand.

“IT WAS GROSS,” SAYS 
STARTLED CO

WORKER WHO WAS IN 
FACT HIS TWIN 
BROTHER MAX

a wedding ring.
Barney Jones was tragically 

parted from both his hands 
yesterday in a macabre encounter 
with a chainsaw.

By Pol Withered

HE WILL never again know 
the firm handshake of a friend, 
play ball with his children, or wear

NOT A WORD FROM MISSING ANDY
By Sal Hollowsworth that Mackay was under investigation for tuition 

fee increases over the last five years that the 
Mounties consider to border on the criminal.

went to Las Vegas to try and gamble the seeking the provincial Liberal leadership.
“Alexa won’t let me,” he said.
Student union president Alex Gigeroff said the

university’s way back into the black.
Other rumours have it that Mackay has a 

secret rendezvous with a group of investors who student union was remaining neutral on the issue, 
are interested in renting out the giant hole in the and would not offer a statement, but is getting

together a petition to voice student concern. 
Tom Faukner-Sinclair said the faculty 

Nuisance, vice-president Robbie Shaw said “Is association is of the opinon that now is as good as 
he gone? Really? Gosh, I never really noticed.” any time to restructure the university 
Shaw went on to deny rumours that he is he gets back.

“And tracking down criminals is our job,” 
says Horse.

Family members said recently that Mackay Killam library for a nuclear missile silo.
When bothered at his home by the Daily

IT HAS BEEN five days since anyone has seen 
Andrew Mackay.

The popular president of Dalhousie 
University was last seen boarding a plane at 
Halifax International Airport Saturday morning. 

RCMP inspector Harry Horse said yesterday

had had trouble sleeping lately, waking up in a 
cold sweat constantly mumbling something 
about “I’ll get that Henry Hicks...”

Police are discounting rumours that Mackay
before

The

Daily Nuisance
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